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Given the success of the inaugural year of Space Hardware Club’s high powered rocket
training program, it is necessary to look beyond the end of the project to see what lies next
for successful rocketeers. This study chronicles the process under which an Level 1 high
powered rocket was redesigned to fly a motor with 4.83 times the impulse. For a successful
flight on this powerful of a motor, the electronics, recovery, airframe, and mass distribution
of the rocket must be systematically adjusted in order to have a safe and efficient flight. In
addition to the unique challenges of using a more powerful motor, the design is also
optimized so that the rocket can break the sound barrier. This paper includes the
simulations, trade studies, and design considerations necessary to prepare this rocket for
launch. It also explains the foundations of high powered rocketry, and how they impacted
initial and subsequent design choices.
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I. Introduction

ith the rapid evolution of modern technologies, engineers today must be able to efficiently adapt their designs
to fit changing needs and requirements. The use of pre-existing structures is particularly relevant when cost is
a factor. In high power rocketry, certification is required to purchase and use different motors. There are multiple
levels of certification, with each certification flight requiring something different of the rocket. This is the
foundation of Project Pursuit. Project Pursuit began with a rocket designed to fly for L1 certification under the
umbrella of The Space Hardware Club’s (SHC’s) L1 Month Rocketry Training Program (L1M) at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville. After L1M, participants distributed themselves amongst the various other rocketry teams,
where they could put their new knowledge to use. Project Pursuit rose as a way to utilize the knowledge gained from
the other rocketry teams for the furthering of certifications.
On other rocketry teams, rockets that meet their initial goals are rarely revisited for redesign. New projects
simply create new rockets, using few, if any, old parts. The opposite is true of Project Pursuit. A rocket originally
scratch-built for L1 certification was reconfigured to fly for L2 certification, maintaining all but one of it’s existing
components. The main difference between L1 and L2 rockets is the impulse of the motors. Because L2 motors are
larger and more powerful, additional considerations must be taken when altering the airframe, and electronics have
to be added for effective recovery. Since one of the key goals is to keep costs low, any additional parts are scratch
built or 3D printed out of ABS. Because there is no max velocity or altitude required for certification, the flight
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profile is rather straightforward. The rocket will fly to just over 5,000 ft, then deploy a drogue parachute. After
descending under drogue, a main parachute will deploy 500 ft from the ground.

II. The L1 Month Rocketry Program
In November 2016, the UAH Space Hardware Club introduced the L1 Month rocketry training program, in order
to aid students in obtaining their Tripoli Level 1 rocketry certification within a month. L1 certification allows for the
purchase of motors with impulse from 160.01 N×s to 640 N×s1. Experienced L1 and L2 club members would help
younger members with design, fabrication, and flight of an L1 qualified rocket. The main requirement of the rockets
is a motor with installed impulse between 160.1 and 640 Newtons, an airframe that has been assembled by the flyer,
and a descent control system.
Rather than paying upwards of 200 dollars for a prefabricated, unassembled rocket kit, L1 Month participants paid
roughly 120 dollars to The Club in exchange for the necessary raw materials, hardware, and motor. All participants
had to use 3 in diameter body tubes and 38 mm diameter motor tubes and a 12 inch ogive nose cone. The length and
placements of the motor tube and body tubes were left up to the participant. Participants manufactured their own
body and motor tubes using wet fiberglass layups on mandrels, sanded down their own centering rings, and layed up
and traced their own fins. The then assembles all parts and hardware primarily using epoxy. While this greatly
complicated the fabrication and assembly process, it also allowed for greater freedom in the design. Older club
members helped with processes that were off limits to the participants due to safety concerns (such as using a wet
saw to cut body tubes to length) and checked each stage of the assembly to ensure later flights would be safe. The
month timeline proved unattainable, as hardware orders were delayed and multiple launches were canceled due to a
statewide burn ban. Nonetheless, after the February 2017 launch, 13 participants had flown for certification, with 10
successful flights.

III. The L1 Rocket: Feliz
When the author designed her individual L1 rocket, Feliz, the goal was not to fly for multiple certifications. Due
to lack of experience, initial design choices were simply not planned as carefully as future design choices. The initial
design for this rocket began in OpenRocket simulation software2 by adding necessary parts, such as nose cone, fins,
and body tubes, then adjusting their sizes and masses to provide a stabile static margin - the distance between the
rocket center of gravity (CP) and center of pressure (CP) - within a range of 1.0 to 2.0 calibers. Additional
components, such as couplers, boat tails, and additional body tubes were added at the designer’s discretion.
Shown in Fig. 1, Feliz was 48.453 inches long with a simulated mass of 1408 g. It features a 12 inch ogive nose
cone, 14 inch forward body tube, 7 inch coupler, 21 inch aft body tube, and a 1 inch ogive boat tail. The fins are a
variation of a clipped delta design, with an angled outboard edge rather than one parallel to the body. Internally,
there are two bulkheads, two centering rings, a 38mm motor tube, and a 30 inch diameter parasheet. All L1M
participants were given Aerotech H242 motors. While all L1M rockets had several universal components such as
length or fin shape, the design of Feliz had multiple unique components that set it aside from its peers, such as the
three bays and boat tail motor retention.

Figure 1. Open Rocket Simulation of Level 1 Rocket
Feliz has two body tube sections joined by a coupler. Because the coupler has a bulkhead on either end, 3
distinct bays were created: the forward bay, the coupler bay, and the aft bay. For the L1 flight, the aft bay housed the
motor and recovery equipment, and the other two bays were left empty. The empty bays kept weight to a minimum
and allowed the center of gravity to remain an appropriate distance away from the center of pressure. In order to
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maintain continuity in the airframe, the forward body tube was secured to the coupler by two #6-32 machine screws,
effectively combining the forward and coupler bays. This was then secured to the nose cone in the same manner, so
that there were effectively 2 sections of the rocket. The screw placement is denoted by the black arrows and bolts in
Fig. 1.
The choice of motor retainer for L1M
Aluminium
3D Printed ABS
was left to the participants, however it was
strongly recommended that participants use
Weight: 0.680 lbs
Weight: 0.152 lbs
standard machined aluminum retainer
designed for 3 inch diameter body tubes and
Man Hours: 2 Hours
Man Hours: 30 Minutes
38mm motors. There was no need for a thrust
plate, as the motor tube/centering ring
Yield Strength: 76 mPa Yield Strength (solid fill): 40 mPa
interface transfers the force into the airframe
for all L1M rockets. Because of these
Table 1. Trade Study of Boat Tail Materials
recommendations, no other L1M rockets
featured a boat tail. However, it was decided
that Feliz would have a boat tail to serve the dual purpose of drag reduction and motor retention.
Material choice came down to a few key variables, as seen in Table 1. Masses of
the component with the various materials were calculated using Solid Edge ST82.
Due to low thrust loads on the boat tail, ABS was chosen for its ease of
manufacturing and lower weight. The boat tail is ogive shape, 1 inch long, with a
forward diameter of 3 inches, and an aft diameter of 1.035 inches. It has a ½ inch
shoulder that extends into the aft body tube, where it is secured by two #6-32
machine screws. This part was 3D printed out of ABS with a 50% fill to reduce
mass. After manufacturing, it was sanded down to ensure proper fit within the aft
section of the airframe.
Feliz flew on December 10, 2016 as the first L1M rocket. Figure 2 shows the
fully assembled and painted Feliz on a launch rail shortly before flight.
Subsequently, the author was the first L1M participant to receive a Level 1
certification. The final pre flight mass was 2250g, with a static margin of 1.12
calibers. The delay was set for 10 seconds after motor burnout, which allowed the
parachute to deploy slightly after apogee. The rocket touched down roughly 500
feet away from the launch site, with little damage. The only component that was
questionable to fly again was the ABS boat tail. The sanding done to ensure proper
fit had somewhat structurally weakened the part, and it was showing signs of
Figure 2. Mckynzie Perry
cracking along the lip on which the motor rested.
with L1 rocket before flight

IV. The L2 Rocket: Feliz Cumpleaños
Building upon both the name and existing structure of Feliz, the evolved design, designated Feliz
Cumpleaños, was developed using Openrocket simulation software. The file for Feliz was copied into a new file,
and then adjusted to fit the necessary dimensions of an L2 motor and maintain stability with added parachutes and
electronics. In order to keep costs low, as many components were reused as possible. Ultimately, the only necessary
additions were a 6 inch airframe extension, a 2 inch boat tail, an avionics sled, and a drogue parasheet. The
extension, boat tail, and drogue can be seen in Fig. 3. The six inch extension was necessary to accommodate the
longer motor case and recovery equipment.
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A. Motor Selection
There are multiple factors in choosing a high powered rocket motor, but there are also constraints. The first is
impulse. To gain a particular certification level, a motor of that level must be flown. Level 2 motors range in
impulse class from J-L (640.01 and 5120.00 N×s). The available brands were limited to Aerotech and Cesaroni,
(Table 2). Finally, only 38mm motors were consideredas they are compatible with the existing motor tube. This left
a few options, which were compared for apogee and velocity.
Aerotech J825

Cesaroni J530

Cesaroni J600

Velocity off rail (m/s)

28.1

24.2

24

Apogee (ft)

5675

6476

6028

Max Velocity (m/s)

348

355

349

Max Acceleration (m/s²)

410

273

298

Cost

$75.99

$79.99

$69.99

Table 2. Trade Study of L2 Motor Selections
In years past, there have been production inconsistencies in the forward closures of Cesaroni Motors, resulting in
multiple catastrophic failures upon takeoff (CATOS) within the club. Because of this, SHC planned on purchasing
the necessary hardware for the Aerotech J825 motor, which could be borrowed for personal certification flights.
Therefore, the Aerotech J825 was initially selected for the majority of the simulations. However, after two launches
with no Cesaroni CATOs, it was decided that Cesaroni motors were adequate to fly, and the selection was changed
to the Cesaroni J530.
B. Boat Tail
For supersonic flight, the 1 inch ogive boat tail was not the most efficient design. At higher speeds, conical
designs perform better. Using OpenRocket’s optimization feature, parameters uch as stability and forward diameter
were set, and Open Rocket calculated the most efficient design. There is an upper limit on the length of a boat tail; if
the boat tail is too long, it would create a a base pressure differential that would decrease thrust. Taking both the
OpenRocket optimization and considerations of pressure differentials, the optimal length of the boat tail was
determined to be 2 inches. The inner diameter was also adjusted so it was almost identical to the area the nozzle
diameter, to prevent the Krushnick effect3 . The assembly process was identical to to Feliz’s assembly process. The
ABS material was again used; however, solid fill printing was selected to balance the additional mass of the
recovery system
C. Recovery System
The recovery system proved to be a unique challenge. A single deployment at 5,000 feet would take the rocket
beyond the boundaries of the field, which would break the requirements of certification. This is where the dual
deploy system becomes a necessity. By releasing a small parachute at apogee, the rocket continues to fall fast
enough to not get blown away by the wind. Then the rocket deploys a larger main chute closer to the ground so that
the rocket isn’t damaged on impact. The placement of the parachutes is constrained mainly by size considerations
and redundancy. Because the drogue is smaller, it was better suited to fit in the limited space of the aft bay. Also, if
the flight electronics were to fail, the motor eject would fire to redundantly eject the drogue, so the rocket wouldn’t
fall ballistically. The main chute was housed in the forward bay. Both chutes use black powder charge as their
primary deployment method. The forward bay separated at the nose cone, and the aft bay separated at the coupler.
The shock cords were attached to each end of the coupler by eye nuts. There was an eye bolt in the forward
centering ring, and two holes in the end of the nose cone for the other ends of the respective shock cords. The shock
cord stayed the same, and an identical one was added to the forward section. The choice of parasheet diameter was
only relevant for drogue, as the choice for main chute remained the 30 inch parasheet from Feliz. The trade study of
drogue parasheet sizes can be seen in Table 3
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Ultimately, all configurations
fell within Tripoli’s acceptable
descent rate. Because of the lowered
risk of drifting and the reduced
mass, it was decided that Feliz
Cumpleaños would simply separate
and tumble at apogee, rather than
release a chute. The drag of the
shock cord and separated sections
would deccelerate the rocket
effectively enough for a successful
main chute deployment at 500 feet.

30 inches

18 inches

No chute (tumble)

Descent rate (m/s)

6.68

8.07

9.38

Maximum Drift¹ (m)

3964.12

3281.33

2832.06

Mass (g)

34.9g (OR)

18g

0g

Table 3. Trade Study of L2 Drogue Parasheet Dimensions

D. Electronics
Because the L2 flight had to use dual deploy, it was necessary to employ flight electronics. There were two
systems: altimeters and a tracker. Two perfect flite SL100 stratologgers were installed for redundancy. The
altimeters would fire the drogue chute when the rocket reached apogee, the fire the main chute when the rocket was
500 feet away from the ground. The tracker was further security for rocket recovery, in case the visibility was low or
the rocket unexpectedly drifted out of eyesight. These electronics were housed in the coupler bay, secured to a ¼
inch birch sled. Wires were run through the bulkheads to their respective bays. There was also foam around the sled
to stabilize it during flight. The 2 nine volt batteries required by the stratologgers were housed on the back side of
the sled. Opposite of the stratologgers was a SPOT trace, which sends gps signals to a satellite every 5 minutes. The
satellite then transmits the location via emails.

V. Flying Feliz Cumpleaños
Prior to flight, L2 certification candidates also had to pass a comprehensive safety and design test. After passing
the test, the author chose to charge test the separations. By testing the black powder charges on the ground, amounts
can be calibrated so that there is a balance between separation and destruction. A picture from the aft bay charge test
can be seen in Fig. 4. It was determined that roughly 2 grams of black powder in each charge would provide
adequate pressure for separation.
After charge testing, Feliz Cumpleaños was
reassembled and prepped for flight. The motor
purchase proved to be a problem though. The
Cesaroni J530 was out of stock, forcing further
design reconsideration. Additionally, purchase of the
hardware for the Aerotech J825 was delayed by
SHC. In all, it would have cost over 200 dollars to
fly the Aerotech motor, which was more than the
cost of the rocket itself. In order to stay true to a cost
effective design, the supersonic flight aspirations
were downgraded, as they were not a requirement of
the certification. While the simulation mass still
maintained supersonic flight, the actual mass would
limit the rocket to transonic flight. The purchased
motor was a Cesaroni J600, which was the third
choice in Table 2. Feliz Cumpleaños was then
Figure 4. Aft Section Charge Testing
loaded with its motor and brought to the flight rail.
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Figure 5. Launch Failure of L2 Rocket
On February 4th, Feliz Cumpleanos was flown in an attempt for L2
certification. Everything seemed in perfect order during the first few
moments of launch. However, as shown by the dark smoke in the
middle picture of Fig. 5, there was a problem with the motor. By the
right photo of Figure 5, a pressure build up inside the aft tube caused
premature separation. The Kevlar shock cord connecting the coupler to
the aft tube was burnt through, causing the coupler, forward tube, and
nose cone to tumble to the ground. Luckily, the main chute deployed
and protected all parts from damage. The aft body tube continued flying
with the motor burning out of both ends. As seen in Figure 6.
Eventually, the aft tube touched down, causing a small fire on the field. Figure 6. Aft Descent following CATO
Once it was deemed safe by the range officer, Feliz Cumpleaños was
recovered.

VI. Moving Forward
Upon inspection of the Feliz Cumpleaños motor case by the range safety officer, it was confirmed that the motor
was faulty. Shortly after ignition, the forward motor closure failed, sending the fire and pressure of the exhaust into
the aft bay. However, because the forward section was ejected at the coupler, roughly 60% of the rocket remained
free of damage. The bulk of the damage was inflicted upon the extension, seen before and after in Fig. 7 (the pink
section, then the black section). However, because the brunt of the damage was taken at a removable part, the rocket
can and will be flown again.
To repair Feliz, the screws holding in the extension
will be removed. The aft body tube will be cut roughly
4 inches from the top to remove any delaminated
fiberglass and the burnt shock cord will be cut out. A
new extension around 10 inches in length will be
manufactured to return the rocket to proper L2
dimensions. The aft end of the boat tail, where it was
damaged from fire and impact, will be cut off so the
rest of the boat tail can be reused. Once these
modifications are complete, the rocket will be used to
reattempt L2 certification, under a new name: Quiero
Que Seas Feliz.

Figure 7. L2 Rocket Pre and Post flight
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VII. Conclusion
Much like the clever naming scheme, many aspects of this rocket were reconfigurable without full
knowledge of what the future evolutions would be. However, the fact that original Feliz design was not intended for
this use makes the reconfigurations all the more rewarding. The application of new knowledge to improve old
concepts is one of the foremost skills necessary for engineering. Project Pursuit is founded on the principle that no
design is ever finished. Even once goals have been met (or failed), engineers should always look towards the future
of a program or design and ask: “what can be improved, what must be removed, what can be integrated?” The
luxury of a system fully capable of handling advancing technology is rare; therefore, young engineers must learn to
adapt and pursue better solutions. The application of concepts in Project Pursuit could be expanded to all
participants of the L1M program, and beyond, as yet another tool for improving critical thinking as it relates to
engineering.
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